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The propagation of photons, electrons and positrons at ultra-high energies above ∼ 1019 eV can
be changed considerably if the dispersion relations of these particles are modified by terms sup-
pressed by powers of the Planck scale. We recently pointed out that the current non-observation
of photons in the ultra-high energy cosmic ray flux at such energies can put strong constraints on
such modified dispersion relations. In the present work we generalize these constraints to all three
Lorentz invariance breaking parameters that can occur in the dispersion relations for photons, elec-
trons and positrons at first and second order suppression with the Planck scale. We also show how
the excluded regions in these three-dimensional parameter ranges would be extended if ultra-high
energy photons were detected in the future.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many modern extensions of the Standard Model of par-
ticle physics, including string theory and various other
approaches aiming at unification of quantum mechanics
with general relativity, suggest that the Lorentz symme-
try may be broken or modified at energy and length scales
approaching the Planck scale. While such effects neces-
sarily have to be tiny at energies up to the electroweak
scale in order to satisfy laboratory constraints [1], they
can be magnified at higher energies as they can oc-
cur in astrophysics. The observation of standard radi-
ation processes as they are predicted in the absence of
Lorentz invariance violation then often allows to derive
strong constraints on Lorentz invariance violating (LIV)
effects [2, 3].

LIV effects could, for example, change the propagation
and thus spectra and composition of the highest energy
particles observed in Nature [4, 5]. In particular, photons
are produced as secondaries of cosmic rays but are quickly
reabsorbed in the cosmic microwave background (CMB)
if Lorentz symmetry holds. If photon interactions with
the microwave background were inhibited by new physics
near the Planck scale MPl, a significant fraction of ultra-
high energy (UHE) cosmic rays above 1019 eV would be
photons, in contradiction to current experimental upper
limits [6]. Based on this argument, in Ref. [7] we put
strong constraints on the coefficients of LIV terms of the
form (E/MPl)

n, n = 1, 2, in the dispersion relation for
photons of energy E, assuming for simplicity, that the
corresponding parameters for electrons and positrons are
significantly smaller. These latter terms can, however,
play an equally important role because they can influ-
ence the kinematics of pair production, γ γb → e− e+,
the most important process for absorption of high en-
ergy photons in the background of low energy photons γb,
such as the CMB. In the present work we, therefore, ex-
tend those studies to all three LIV terms that are allowed

at first and second order suppression with the Planck
scale in the dispersion relations of photons, electrons and
positrons from general principles of effective field theory,
without making any assumptions on the relative size of
these parameters. We obtain three-dimensional exclusion
plots for the coefficients of these terms, following from
the non-observation of photons above ≃ 1019 eV. We also
show how the excluded regions in these three-dimensional
parameter ranges would be extended if ultra-high energy
photons were detected in the future. Throughout this pa-
per we assume that primary cosmic rays are dominated
by protons.

For the coefficients of LIV terms linearly suppressed
with the Planck scale values larger than ∼ 10−5 for elec-
trons and positrons are currently ruled out by the ob-
servation of synchrotron radiation from the Crab Neb-
ula [8]. We find that the observation of photons above
≃ 1019 eV would rule out that any one of the three LIV
coefficients for electrons, positrons and photons has ab-
solute value >

∼ 10−14. This is in agreement with Ref. [9]
which considers a two dimensional subset of the general
three-dimensional parameter range.

In contrast, we will find that for LIV terms quadrati-
cally suppressed with the Planck scale, arbitrarily large
values of one of the LIV terms for electrons and positrons
can not be ruled out by UHE photon observations if the
coefficients of the two other LIV terms have absolute
value <

∼ 10−6.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In
Sect. II we introduce the modified dispersion relations, in
Sect. III we determine the thresholds for pair production
and photon decay, and in Sect. IV we derive the resulting
constraints on the LIV parameters. Finally, we summa-
rize and conclude in Sect. V. We use natural units, c = 1,
throughout.
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II. MODIFIED DISPERSION RELATIONS

We indicate the 4-momenta for ultrahigh-energy pho-
tons with (ω,k), for low-energy background photons with
(ωb,kb), for electrons with (Ee,pe), and for positrons
with (Ep,pp).

The following modifications to the Lorentz invariant
dispersion relations are considered:

ω2
± = k2 + ξ±n k2

(

k

Mpl

)n

, (1)

ω2
b = k2

b , (2)

E2
e,± = p2

e + m2
e + ηe,±

n p2
e

(

pe

Mpl

)n

, (3)

where n ≥ 1, Mpl ≃ 1019 GeV is the Planck mass,
me ≃ 0.5 MeV is the electron mass, and the + (−) sign
in Eq. (1) for photons indicates right (left) polarization,
while in Eq. (3) for electrons denotes positive (negative)
helicity.

The LIV parameters ξ±n for the two photon polariza-
tions are not independent; they are related by effective
field theory considerations [10, 11] as ξ+

n = (−1)nξ−n for
n = 1, 2. Because of this relation, the photon dispersion
relation can be expressed in terms of the single parameter
ξ+
n which we denote as ξn in the following.
Effective field theory predicts the relation ηp,±

n =
(−1)nηe,∓

n between the LIV parameters for fermions and
anti-fermions for n = 1 and n = 2 [11, 12]. It is, there-
fore, not necessary to introduce new parameters in the
modified dispersion relation for positrons which can thus
be written as

E2
p,± = p2

p + m2
e + (−1)nηe,∓

n p2
p

(

pp

Mpl

)n

. (4)

Thus, for the remainder of this paper we can restrict
ourselves to the parameters ηe,±

n , for which we simply
write η±

n .
As a result, LIV modifications in the QED sector are

described by three parameters at a given suppression by
the power n = 1, 2 of the Planck scale, namely by one for
photons (ξn) and two for electron and positron (η+

n and
η−

n ). Note, however, that in some particular cases, kine-
matics is governed by just one parameter for the pair: If
the final state of a certain process consists of an electron-
positron pair with opposite helicity, due to the relation
ηp,±

n = (−1)nηe,∓
n , only either η+

n or η−
n appears.

III. THRESHOLD EQUATIONS

If Lorentz invariance is preserved, the main process in-
fluencing the propagation of UHE photons is pair produc-
tion: Photons with energy higher than m2

e/kb produce an
electron-positron pair interacting with low-energy back-
ground photons of energy kb. For interaction with CMB
photons (kb ≃ 6 × 10−4 eV) the lower threshold is

∼ 4 × 1014 eV, and the UHE photon flux is highly sup-
pressed due to this interaction [7].

If the dispersion relations for photons and fermions
are modified by LIV terms, then the lower threshold for
this process can be modified and pair production can
also become forbidden above a certain upper threshold.
Moreover, other processes, usually forbidden if Lorentz
invariance is preserved, can become allowed. In partic-
ular, photon decay (γ → e− e+) and photon splitting
(γ → N γ) can play an important role in the propaga-
tion of UHE photons. Note that if pair production is
forbidden above a certain upper threshold, than photon
decay must also be forbidden: If the production of an
electron positron pair is kinematically forbidden for two
photons (pair production), then it will be forbidden also
for a single photon (photon decay), otherwise pair pro-
duction on an infinitely soft background photon would
be allowed [9].

The characteristic timescale of these processes is rele-
vant for their relative importance: In particular, for UHE
photons the photon splitting timescale is usually larger
than the propagation timescale [9, 13], therefore, in the
following we will focus mainly on pair production and
photon decay processes.

Which and how many LIV parameters are involved in
pair production or in photon decay processes depends on
the polarization of incoming photon(s) and on the helic-
ity of the outgoing electron and positron, see Tab. I. Al-
though right at the threshold, where the electron positron
pair is produced without angular momentum, only the s-
wave contributes to the process and certain helicity com-
binations are forbidden, above the threshold also higher
partial waves contribute and all possible channels (all
partial waves) must be considered.

A. Pair Production (γ γb → e− e+)

Exact energy momentum conservation implies that

(ω± + ωb)
2
− (k + kb)

2
= (Ee,± + Ep,±)

2
− (pe + pp)

2
.

(5)
The left-hand side is maximized for a head-on collision of
the two photons, while the right-hand side is minimized
for parallel final momenta of the pair [13, 14]. Expanding
in terms of the LIV parameters, and writing pe = (1−y)k
and pp = yk as functions of the asymmetry y in the
final momenta, for right polarized photons we obtain the
equation [7]:

[

ξn − (−1)
n

η∓
n yn+1 − η±

n (1 − y)
n+1

]

k2

(

k

Mpl

)n

+4kkb −
m2

e

y(1 − y)
= 0 , (6)

where all four combinations of η∓
n and η±

n can occur
in the square bracket. Note that due to the relation
ηp,±

n = (−1)nηe,∓
n , for electrons, the sign index ± in
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UHE γ e− e+ (ξ, ηe, ηp) number of LIV param. s-wave allowed for PP s-wave allowed for PD

1 + + +
(

ξn, η+
n , (−1)nη−

n

)

3 No Yes

2 + + −
(

ξn, η+
n , (−1)nη+

n

)

2 Yes No

3 + − +
(

ξn, η−
n , (−1)nη−

n

)

2 Yes No

4 + − −
(

ξn, η−
n , (−1)nη+

n

)

3 No Yes

5 − + +
(

(−1)nξn, η+
n , (−1)nη−

n

)

3 No Yes

6 − + −
(

(−1)nξn, η+
n , (−1)nη+

n

)

2 Yes No

7 − − +
(

(−1)nξn, η−
n , (−1)nη−

n

)

2 Yes No

8 − − −
(

(−1)nξn, η−
n , (−1)nη+

n

)

3 No Yes

TABLE I: Photon, electron and positron LIV parameters (ξ, ηe, ηp) appearing in the combination ξ − ηpyn+1
− ηe (1 − y)n+1

in the kinematic equations (6) and (13) for pair production and photon decay, respectively, for both polarizations of the UHE
photon and for all helicity configurations of the electron-positron pair. Recall that for electrons, the sign index ± in η±

n

refers to the helicity, whereas for positrons it refers to the inverse helicity. For each combination we show the number of LIV
parameters contributing to the kinematics, and whether conservation of total angular momentum allows the s-wave channel
for pair production (PP), or for photon decay (PD) at threshold.

η±
n refers to the helicity, whereas for positrons it refers

to the inverse helicity. As a consequence, equal sign in-
dices in the two terms correspond to opposite helicities
for electron and positron, whereas opposite sign indices
correspond to equal helicities. For left polarized UHE
photons ξn must be replaced with (−1)nξn. The second
term inside square brackets refers to positrons and the
third one to electrons. By definition, in the third term η+

n

refers to electrons of positive helicity, and η−
n to electrons

of negative helicity. In contrast, in the second term η+
n

refers to positrons of negative helicity, whereas η−
n refers

to positrons of positive helicity. Therefore, Eq. (6) re-
duces to Eq. (3) of Ref. [9] in the channel where electrons
and positrons have opposite helicities, where kinematics
depends only on either η+

n or η−
n . Alternatively, one also

obtains this equation in the channel where electrons and
positrons have the same helicities, if one assumes the re-
lation η+

n = η−
n between electron LIV parameters with

opposite helicity.
When all LIV parameters vanish, we find the usual

Lorentz invariant lower threshold (kLI = m2
e/kb) for a

symmetric final configuration y = 1/2, .
For given values for LIV parameters we determine nu-

merically the lower and upper thresholds of this process
using Eq. (6) and its derivative with respect to k and
y [13].

Defining x ≡ 4y(1 − y)k/kLI, Eq. (6) can be rewritten
as

αnxn+2 + x − 1 = 0 , (7)

where, for right polarized photons,

αn ≡
ξn − (−1)

n
η∓

n yn+1 − η±
n (1 − y)

n+1

22(n+2)yn+1 (1 − y)
n+1

m
2(n+1)
e

kn+2
b Mn

pl

,

(8)
and for left polarized photons ξn must be replaced by
(−1)nξn.

If n ≥ 1, Eq. (7) has at most two positive solutions,
corresponding to a lower or an upper threshold. If there
were more than two positive solutions, there would be

two or more stationary points for x > 0, but the deriva-
tive of Eq. (7) vanishes for

(n + 2)αnxn+1 + 1 = 0 , (9)

and the solutions of this equation are

xs = [(n + 2)αn]−
1

n+1 exp

[

i
π + 2πs

n + 1

]

(if αn > 0) (10)

xs = [(n + 2) |αn|]
− 1

n+1 exp

[

i
2πs

n + 1

]

(if αn < 0) (11)

where s = 0, . . . , n. These expressions are real and posi-
tive only for s = 0, therefore there cannot be more than
one stationary point. This excludes the possibility that
there could be more than two thresholds for pair produc-
tion.

As in Ref. [7], we will argue that current upper limits
on the photon fraction of UHE cosmic rays in the energy
range between ≃ 1019 eV and ≃ 1020 eV require that
pair production has to be kinematically allowed for both
UHE photon polarizations shown in Tab. I, otherwise at
least one channel would be unabsorbed and one would
expect >

∼ 10% photons. This will rule out certain ranges
in the parameter space of the three LIV parameters ξn

and η±
n . However, in order to be conservative, we will

rule out only parameter combinations for which the pho-
ton is stable. This is because for unstable photons, the
absence of photons in the observed ultra-high energy cos-
mic ray flux could be due to photon decay, γ → e− e+,
at least as long as any electron-positron pairs in the de-
cay products cannot recreate a significant photon flux by
inverse Compton scattering on the CMB. On the other
hand, the observation of a UHE photon would rule out
photon decay because this process would occur on micro-
scopic time scales once it is allowed. We will, therefore,
also consider photon decay in the following.
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B. Photon decay (γ → e− e+)

For the reaction γ → e− e+ 4-momentum conservation
implies:

ω2
± − k2 = (Ee,± + Ep,±)2 − (pe + pp)2 , (12)

and proceeding as for pair production we obtain for right
polarized UHE photons:

[

ξn − (−1)n η∓
n yn+1 − η±

n (1 − y)n+1
]

k2

(

k

Mpl

)n

−
m2

e

y(1 − y)
= 0 . (13)

The corresponding equation for left polarized photons is
obtained by substituting ξn with (−1)nξn.

Note that Eq. (6) for pair production reduces to
Eq. (13) for photon decay when the energy of the back-
ground photon kb vanishes.

Photon decay is kinematically forbidden in the Lorentz
invariant case, but it can become allowed, above a certain
energy threshold, for certain values of the LIV parame-
ters. We again search numerically for this threshold by
employing Eq. (13) and its derivatives with respect to k
and y.

If a photon of a certain energy is detected, at least one
photon polarization must be stable, i.e. cannot decay
into any helicity configuration of the final pair.

Eq. (13) can be rewritten as:

αnxn+2 − 1 = 0 , (14)

and its solutions are of the form

xs = α
− 1

n+2

n exp

[

i
2πs

n + 2

]

(if αn > 0) (15)

xs = |αn|
− 1

n+2 exp

[

i
π + 2πs

n + 2

]

(if αn < 0) (16)

where s = 0, . . . , n + 1. Note that these expressions give
at most one positive solution xs, therefore, there cannot
be more than one threshold for photon decay.

IV. CONSTRAINTS ON LORENTZ
INVARIANCE VIOLATING TERMS

Current upper limits on the photon fraction in the en-
ergy range between ≃ 1019 eV and ≃ 1020 eV already es-
tablish strong constraints on the LIV parameters in the
cases n = 1 and n = 2 [7, 9].

If photon decay is forbidden, pair production must be
kinematically allowed for both high energy photon po-
larizations, otherwise the predicted photon flux would
be too high. According to the current non-detection of
UHE photons [6] this leads to the condition that the lower
threshold for pair production must be below ≃ 1019 eV
and the upper threshold for pair production must be

above ≃ 1020 eV [7]. At the threshold the pair can be
produced only in s-waves, whereas higher partial waves
are forbidden. Above the lower threshold and below the
upper threshold the pairs can also be produced in higher
partial waves which, therefore, also have to be considered.
In fact, at energies that are factors of a few away from
the thresholds, say at ≃ 3×1019 eV, the pair is produced
with relative velocities not much smaller than the speed
of light and, without doing a detailed calculation, higher
partial waves are thus not expected to be significantly
suppressed. Therefore, according to Tab. I, all three LIV
parameters enter the problem. The experimental upper
limits on the UHE photon flux require that a given com-
bination (ξn, η+

n , η−
n ) of LIV parameters is ruled out if at

least one photon polarization state is stable against decay
and does not pair produce for any helicity configurations
of the final pair. Taking into account higher partial waves
for pair production then leads to conservative constraints
because only these parameter combinations are ruled out
that do not lead to pair production into any of the final
state configurations shown in Tab. I.

If a UHE photon were detected and its polarization
were not measured, then there should be at least one
polarization state that is stable over macroscopic time
scales. Then the LIV parameter region where photon
decay is kinematically allowed for at least one helicity
configuration of the final state electron-positron pair, for
both photon polarizations, would be ruled out.

Note that at the threshold for pair production, where
only the s-wave channel is allowed, according to Tab. I,
only opposite helicities for electron and positron con-
tribute and the kinematics depends on only one fermionic
LIV parameter, either η+

n or η−
n . In contrast, at the

threshold for photon decay, where the photon, electron
and positron momenta are all parallel, only equal helici-
ties for electron and positron contribute and the kinemat-
ics depends on all two fermionic LIV parameters, since
total angular momentum cannot be conserved if electron
and positron have opposite helicity. For photon decay,
therefore, even at the threshold only the assumption of
an additional relation between the electron LIV param-
eters for different helicities, e.g. η+

n = η−
n , leads to a

reduction of the kinematics to only one fermionic LIV
parameter.

A. Case n = 1 – O(E/Mpl) modifications of the
dispersion relations

For first order suppression in the Planck scale, the ex-
cluded LIV parameters resulting from the current non-
detection of a photon component of cosmic rays in the
energy range between 1019 eV and 1020 eV are shown in
Fig. 1. The excluded parameter region is symmetric with
respect to a sign change of the photon LIV parameter ξ1

because pair production must be allowed for both photon
polarizations which correspond to opposite signs of ξ1 for
n = 1. Note that if the absolute values of the LIV param-
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FIG. 1: Case n = 1. Region excluded by present upper limits
on the UHE photon flux (1019 eV <

∼ ω <
∼ 1020 eV).

FIG. 2: Case n = 1. Region excluded if a 1019 eV photon
were detected (shaded). The allowed region has the shape of
a double-cone centered at the origin and opening towards the
positive and negative ξ1-directions.

eters η+
1 and η−

1 for electrons and positrons are smaller
than the one for the LIV parameter for photons, param-
eters of size |ξ1| >

∼ 10−14 are ruled out in agreement with
Ref. [7].

For the parameter range shown in Fig. 2 photons of en-
ergy E ∼ 1019 eV and of both polarizations would be un-
stable. Thus, if a ∼ 1019 eV photon were detected with-
out determining its polarization, this parameter range
would be excluded. The allowed parameter range has

FIG. 3: Case n = 1, η+
1 = η−

1 . Combined constraint us-
ing both the current upper limits on the photon fraction in
the energy range between 1019 eV and 1020 eV (blue shaded,
checkered region), and assuming that a 1019 eV photon were
detected (yellow shaded region).

the structure of a double-cone and is symmetric with re-
spect to a sign change of the photon LIV parameter ξ1

because opposite photon polarizations correspond to op-
posite signs of ξ1 and within our conservative treatment
only one photon polarization needs to be stable. As a
result, the region that would be excluded by a ∼ 1019 eV
photon detection is also symmetric with respect to a sign
change of ξ1. The resulting constraints would be very
strong: If, for example, |ξ1| ≪

∣

∣η±
1

∣

∣, then
∣

∣η±
1

∣

∣ >
∼ 10−16

would be excluded.

The sign and parameter combinations entering the
kinematics in Tab. I lead to additional symmetries of pa-
rameter ranges excluded and allowed by pair production
and/or photon decay under sign changes of η+

1 or η−
1 and

under exchange of η+
1 and η−

1 .

As Figs. 1 and 2 show, combining both constraints from
UHE photon flux limits and detection of an UHE photon
it would be possible to rule out all LIV parameters of
absolute value larger than 10−14.

Fig. 3 shows, for the same range of LIV parameters
studied in Figs. 1 and 2, a typical two dimensional sec-
tion, η+

1 = η−
1 , of the excluded regions. This section is

relevant if only one leptonic LIV parameter enters the
kinematics Eqs. (6) and (13). According to Tab. I this
occurs very close to the threshold where only s-waves
contribute to pair production and electrons and positrons
thus have opposite helicity [9]. Alternatively, the section
η+
1 = η−

1 is relevant also away from the threshold if the
general (restrictive) assumption is made that the LIV
parameter for a positive helicity electron is equal to the
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FIG. 4: Case n = 1, η+
1 = η−

1 . Combined constraint using
the current upper limits on the photon fraction in the energy
range between 1019 eV and 1020 eV (gray plus blue shaded,
checkered regions), in the energy range between 1019 eV and
5×1019 eV (blue region), and assuming that a 1019 eV photon
were detected (yellow shaded region).

LIV parameter for a negative helicity electron (η+
1 = η−

1 ).
Note, however, at least in the n = 1 case considered, that
the order of magnitude of the largest LIV parameters
allowed does not depend on any particular relation as-
sumed between η+

1 and η−
1 : Parameters of absolute value

larger than 10−14 are always ruled out.
Fig. 4 shows, for the case η+

1 = η−
1 , how the uncer-

tainties in the photon fraction limits influence the con-
straints on LIV parameters. Lowering the maximum en-
ergy, up to which we consider the bounds on the photon
flux meaningful, from 1020 eV to 5×1019 eV, the excluded
region is slightly reduced.

B. Case n = 2 – O(E2/M2
pl) modifications of the

dispersion relations

The relations between the LIV parameters of photons
with opposite polarization (ξ+

2 = ξ−2 ), and between the

LIV parameters of electrons and positrons (ηp, ±
2 = ηe,∓

2 )
have opposite sign with respect to the n = 1 case, be-
cause second order Planck scale suppressed modifications
of the dispersion relations correspond to CPT-even LIV
operators. Therefore, for given polarizations of the in-
coming photon and given helicities of the final electron
positron pair, the signs of the parameters appearing in
the kinematic equations for pair production and for pho-
ton decay are different from the case n = 1, see Tab. I.
As a result, the region of the LIV parameter space ruled

FIG. 5: Case n = 2. Region excluded by present upper limits
on the UHE photon flux (1019 eV <

∼ ω <
∼ 1020 eV).

FIG. 6: Case n = 2. Region excluded if a 1019 eV photon
were detected.

out for n = 2 is not only smaller than the one for n = 1,
but also has a different shape. In particular, it does not
exhibit the symmetry under sign changes of either one of
the three LIV parameters ξ2, η+

2 or η−
2 .

The current non-detection of UHE photons require
that photons in the energy range between 1019 eV and
1020 eV are subject to pair production, and the result-
ing excluded range of n = 2 LIV parameters is shown
in Fig. 5. Note that if

∣

∣η+
2

∣

∣ and
∣

∣η−
2

∣

∣ for electrons and

positrons are smaller than |ξ2|, then ξ2
<
∼ −10−6 is ruled

out in agreement with Ref. [7].
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FIG. 7: Case n = 2. Combined constraint using both the cur-
rent upper limits on the photon fraction in the energy range
between 1019 eV and 1020 eV (blue shaded, checkered region),
and assuming that a 1019 eV photon were detected (uncheck-
ered region).

Fig. 6 shows the excluded region if a 1019 eV photon
were detected in the future, and Fig. 7 represents the
combination of the two regions that would then be ex-
cluded.

Differently from the n = 1 case the excluded region
does not surround the origin in all directions, therefore
these two conditions do not rule out all LIV parameters
larger than a certain value. The shape of the excluded
region now strongly depends on the particular relation
between the electron LIV parameters. We consider here,
for the same range of LIV parameters, three different
two dimensional sections of the excluded region of Fig. 7,
namely η+

2 = η−
2 , η+

2 = −η−
2 , and η−

2 = 0.
The first one, shown in Fig. 8, corresponds to the par-

ticular case where the LIV parameters for electrons do
not depend on helicity (η+

2 = η−
2 ), such that only one

leptonic LIV parameter enters the kinematics Eqs. (6)
and (13). As for the case n = 1, Tab. I shows that
this section is relevant very close to the threshold where
electron and positron have opposite helicity since only
s-waves contribute to pair production [9]. In this case
all LIV parameters of absolute value larger than ∼ 10−6

are ruled out in agreement with Ref. [9]. Away from the
threshold, the section η+

2 = η−
2 is relevant only under

the restrictive assumption that the electron LIV param-
eters are equal for both polarizations. For this particular
section we also estimate in Fig. 9 how uncertainties on
the energy range of the upper limits on the flux of UHE
photons modify the constrained region.

An orthogonal cut corresponds to the case where the
LIV parameter for positive helicity electrons is opposite
equal to the LIV parameter for negative helicity elec-

FIG. 8: Case n = 2, η+
2 = η−

2 . Combined constraint us-
ing both the current upper limits on the photon fraction in
the energy range between 1019 eV and 1020 eV (blue shaded,
checkered region), and assuming that a 1019 eV photon were
detected (yellow shaded region).

FIG. 9: Case n = 2, η+
2 = η−

2 . Combined constraint using
the current upper limits on the photon fraction in the energy
range between 1019 eV and 1020 eV (gray plus blue regions),
in the energy range between 1019 eV and 5 × 1019 eV (blue
shaded, checkered region), and assuming that a 1019 eV pho-
ton were detected (yellow shaded region).
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FIG. 10: Case n = 2, η+
2 = −η−

2 . Combined constraint
using both the current upper limits on the photon fraction in
the energy range between 1019 eV and 1020 eV (blue shaded,
checkered region), and assuming that a 1019 eV photon were
detected (yellow shaded region).

FIG. 11: Case n = 2, η−

2 = 0. Combined constraint us-
ing both the current upper limits on the photon fraction in
the energy range between 1019 eV and 1020 eV (blue shaded,
checkered region), and assuming that a 1019 eV photon were
detected (yellow shaded region).

trons, η+
2 = −η−

2 , see Fig. 10. The shapes of the two
excluded regions are modified with respect to Fig. 8: The
region of the LIV parameter space ruled out by the detec-
tion of a 1019 photon increases, while the region excluded
by the current upper limits on the flux of UHE photon
decreases. However, also in this case, all LIV parameters
of absolute value larger than ∼ 10−6 can be ruled out.

Fig. 11 represents the excluded region in the η−
2 = 0

plane: The shapes of the two excluded regions change,
moreover, it is no more possible to rule out all LIV
parameters of absolute value larger than ∼ 10−6. If
|ξ2| <

∼ 10−6, arbitrarily large
∣

∣η+
2

∣

∣ are currently not ex-

cluded, and even if a ∼ 1019 eV photon were detected in
the future, arbitrarily large positive η+

2 could still not be
excluded.

Note that this is true not only in the η−
2 = 0 plane,

but whenever the absolute values of the LIV parameters
of both the photon (ξ2) and of one of the lepton sector
(η+

2 or η−
2 ) are smaller than ∼ 10−6, see Fig. 7: It is

then no more possible to exclude all LIV parameters with
modulus larger than a certain threshold.

As an application, the current constraints based on the
nondetection of UHE photons rule out any possible in-
terpretation of flares of the active galaxy Markarian 501
in terms of quantum gravity effects [15] within the effec-
tive field theory approach with exact energy-momentum
conservation assumed in the present work. Such an in-
terpretation would be based on an energy dependent in-
dex of refraction in vacuum such that the speed of light
is modified to v(ω) = 1 + ξ1(ω/MPl) + ξ2(ω/MPl)

2 and
would require ξ1

<
∼ −25 or ξ2

<
∼ −3 × 1016, clearly ruled

out by our constraints. Note, however, that the con-
straints obtained here do not apply to particular sce-
narios, such as quantum-gravitational foam models, in
which energy fluctuates due to non-trivial particle re-
coil off excitations in the string/D-particle foam citeEl-
lis:2000sf,Ellis:2008gg.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In the present paper we derived general constraints
on LIV dispersion relations in the QED sector from the
propagation of UHE photons. The kinematics of pair
production and photon decay is discussed in terms of
all three LIV parameters ξn, η+

n and η−
n entering in the

dispersion relations of photons, electrons and positrons,
both for linear (n = 1) and for second order (n = 2)
suppression with the Planck scale.

The upper limits on the flux of UHE photons require
that combinations of the LIV parameters for which the
UHE photons are stable and cannot pair produce on low-
energy (e.g. CMB) photons are excluded. Similarly, the
detection of photons of ∼ 1019 eV would exclude those
combinations of the LIV parameters for which both pho-
ton polarizations are unstable.

For terms in the dispersion relation linearly suppressed
by the Planck scale the resulting constraints are very
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strong: Using the non-detection of an UHE photon flux
and anticipating the detection of a ∼ 1019 eV photon,
it will be possible to exclude all LIV parameters with
absolute value >

∼ 10−14.
In contrast, in the n = 2 case, the LIV parameter re-

gion excluded using these arguments based on UHE pho-
ton propagation does not completely surround the origin.
If UHE photons are eventually detected, the maximum
absolute value allowed for LIV parameters in the pho-
ton sector will be ∼ 10−6, whereas currently only values
smaller than ∼ −10−6 are ruled out. However, even if
UHE photons were detected, constraints on the electron
parameters can be evaded for some particular combina-
tions: If, for example, the modulus of one of the two
parameters η+

2 or η−
2 is smaller than ∼ 10−6, then the

modulus of the other parameter is constrained neither
by the upper limit on the UHE photon flux nor by a pu-
tative future detection of a ∼ 1019 eV photon. However,
the case where the moduli of both η+

2 and η−
2 are >

∼ 10−6

can still be excluded once UHE photons are detected.
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